


Task one: discuss the challenges you feel AI poses to education, and identify the top two 
issues you think would create a more vulnerable learning environment.
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Task Two: discuss the opportunities you feel AI presents to education, and identify the top 
two ideas you think would create a less vulnerable learning environment.
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What will be the role of Humans in an AI teaching space?

What is "Prompt Engineering", and how will this skill benefit people?

Generative Pre- trained Transformer (GPT) systems are trained using 
reinforcement conditioning theory (rewards and punishment) with feedback 
for improvement. Should we train it to employ this approach in a teaching 
format for students and create its own pedagogy?

Domain knowledge is valuable, and required for AI to narrow the scope and 
gain expertise, how limiting, to the potential of an AI program, is a discipline 
which is too siloed in its thinking?

Can we really develop and manage a relationship with a friendly generative 
AI program that can educate people, but does not arbitrarily interfere or 
limit intellectual curiosity, innovativeness, and creative freedom?

If the AI knows what approach is best for a student’s learning, then would it 
be 'right' for it to insist on this approach (even if students wanted to do it 
another way)?

Should we program AI to teach students in their preferred way (which 
maybe a sub- optimal way)?

Would an AI that has our best interests in mind, allow a student to learn in 
a way which isn’t in their best interests?

(GPT) systems evolved with "emergent capabilities" beyond the 
expectations of developers because it identified and 
synthesised 'patterns of the world' from its extended access to 
online data sets and significantly increased computational 
power. What kind of "noise" exists in these data sets, and what 
is the likely impact on AI's subsequent knowledge/judgement?

AI Product Apps can vary in speed, modalities, capability and costs- would all 
disciplines need multi- modal applications to create optimal learning 
conditions, if not, are we creating an unjust system?
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AI in a Nutshell
https://youtu.be/2IK3DFHRFfw? si=1TRSmB2zYHR7F42U
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